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Abstract
We describe the classical Schwinger model as a study of the pro-
jective modules over the algebra of complex-valued functions on the




), we construct her-
mitian connections with values in the universal dierential envelope
which leads us to the Schwinger model on the sphere. The Connes-Lott
program is then applied using the Hilbert space of complexied inho-
mogeneous forms with its Atiyah-Kahler structure. This Hilbert space
splits in two minimal left ideals of the Cliord algebra preserved by
the Dirac-Kahler operator D = i(d  ). The induced representation
of the universal dierential envelope, in order to recover its dieren-
tial structure, is divided by the unwanted dierential ideal and the
obtained quotient is the usual complexied de Rham exterior algebra
over the sphere with Cliord action on the "spinors" of the Hilbert
space. The subsequent steps of the Connes-Lott program allow to de-
ne a matter action, and the eld action is obtained using the Dixmier
trace which reduces to the integral of the curvature squared.
PACS numbers : 11.15.-q, 02.40.-k ;
Keywords : Noncommutative geometry, Schwinger model
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Since Dirac's seminal paper [10], the static magnetic monopole has been of
considerable interest, not as much as a physically realised system but mainly
as an example of a theory with nontrivial topological features. It is a curious
coincidence that Dirac's paper appeared in the same year as Hopf's paper
[13] on circle bundles over the sphere. The geometrical bre bundle approach
appeared in the seventies by Wu and Yang [19] in a language more accessible
to physicists and by Greub and Petry [12] in a more formal way. Another
approach using the dierential characters of Cheeger and Simons [2] was
made by Coquereaux [7]. The monopole is described by its magnetic eld
dened on R
3




, of which the sphere S
2
is a





and for simplicity reasons we restrict ourselves to the
case of the sphere on which we include spinor elds. This actually means that
we switched from the Dirac monopole in three dimensions to the Schwinger
model on the sphere.
Here we examine this model in the light of Serre-Swan's theorem on the
correspondence between the sections of (complex) vector bundles over the
sphere S
2
and the projective modules over the algebra of smooth complex-





 C. We then apply the
Connes-Lott program
5
with a suitable Hilbert space and Dirac operator and
obtain the results similar to those of the (classical) Schwinger model on the
sphere.[14]
The main interest of our work consists in an explicitly worked out example
of the Connes-Lott scheme applied to a relatively simple system. Since the








is a nite, involutive algebra, not necessarily
commutative, e.g. the "standard model" choice CHM
3
(C).
In section 2 we dene our notation for the relevant dierential geometry
on the sphere. The classication in topological sectors of the hermitian nite
projective modules M
P
over A is given in section 3. The hermitian con-
nections r
P




constructed. In section 4 we make our choice of a Hilbert spaceH and a Dirac
5
We refer to the original Connes-Lott paper [6], to the review article [17] and to Connes'
book [3].
2
operator D. Instead of the usual square integrable spinors on the sphere and
the usual Dirac operator associated to the Levi-Civita connection, we choose
the space of sections of the Atiyah-Kahler bundle with its Cliord module
structure and with D = i(d   ) as Dirac operator. We do not discuss here
the possible physical interpretation of these "Kahler spinors" which remains
controversial and for which we refer to [11],[1] and [9]. The representation of
the algebra in H, together with the Dirac operator D induces a representa-
tion of the universal envelope 


(A) in H. However, this representation is
not a dierential one and an unwanted ideal has to be quotiented out. The
elimination of this so-called "junk" is done in the standard manner [3] and
yields a representation in H of the connection with values in the de Rham
exterior algebra. Finally, in section 5 the projective modules M
P
are ten-








H, used in the matter action. The Yang-Mills
functional, in each topological sector, is obtained by the Dixmier trace of the
square of the corresponding curvature operator. Some conclusions are drawn
and further prospects are presented in section 6.
The appendix contains a miscelanea of formulae useful in explicit calcula-
tions.
2 Dierential Geometry on the Sphere S
2
The sphere of radius r is dened as S
2











and the stereographic projection on the equatorial plane is given in the austral
chart H
A
= fp 2 S
2






















































In the boreal chart H
B
= fp 2 S
2












































































It is useful to introduce the complex coordinates 
A



























= f(x; y:z) 2 S
2










Spherical ccordinates are dened on this overlap by :
x = r sin  cos' ; y = r sin  sin' ; z = r cos  ;
related to the coordinates above by

A
= cotg(=2) exp(+i') ; 
B
= tg(=2) exp( i') : (2.3)
Note that the signs are chosen such that the orientation dened by (; )
corresponds to a positive inward oriented normal on S
2
as imbedded in R
3




) and (; ').
The metric on the sphere S
2






 dx+ dy 
 dy + dz 
 dz : In H
A



























d ; where f
A

















and its conjugate 
c
A
















































































































































= exp( i')(d   i sin  d') :
In H
A





































































Similar expressions hold in H
B






, is easily worked out.

















































=  d ^ sin d' :
5















;R)-valued scalar products of these basis vectors,
as dened in (A.10), are:
g
 1














(; ) = 1 :
The multiplication table of the real Cliord algebra C`(S
2
), dened in (A.26)
of the appendix, is given in table (1).




























Besides the trivial idempotent 1, the primitive idempotents are of the form









































= P _ C`(S
2
), if and only if r
X
P = 0 for any vector eld X on the




= 0 and 1 + c
2
= 0, so that there is no
real solution. Thus, although the real representation of C`(S
2
) is reducible,
the invariant subspaces are not conserved by the Dirac-K}ahler operators.




), there is a solution,
namely P




















), are conserved by D, respectively D
D
.




) can then be decomposed in a sum















) on these ideals I
E

. To write down explicit matrices






















































































































































































































































































































Explicit matrices are obtained from table (2).
































































































































































;), given in (A.21).






























0 0 0 1=2
























































Integrating over the sphere yields, in each I
E

, a hermitian scalar product, as



















is then completed with this product to form a Hilbert space H(P

)























































graded by the parity of the corresponding






With respect to this grading, H(P























































i = 0 :






















































































 = 0, i.e. the




) = 1. On the other hand, KerD
(1)
(+)

















 = 0, so
that the solutions are  = f  constant. These, however, are not integrable
over the sphere, so that dim(KerD
(1)
(+)
) = 0 and IndexD
(+;0)
= 1  0.
The same argument applies to D
(0)
( )










= 2  0 ; (2.31)
which equals the Euler number of the sphere. The index could also be ob-
tained as the dierence between the even and the odd zero modes of D.






















































To make a link with wellknown facts, it is useful to introduce the Killing
































































































It follows that the eigenvalues are  = 
q
`(`+ 1) with multiplicity (2`+1)














































































Assume M to be endowed with a sesquilinear form h, i.e. a mapping
h :MM!A : X; Y ! h(X; Y ) ; (3.1)
which is bi-additive and obeys h(Xa; Y b) = a
+
h(X; Y ) b .
It is nondegenerate if h(X; Y ) = 0; 8X ) Y = 0 and






positive denite if it is hermitian and if h(X;X) is a positive element of A
for all X 6= 0.
The adjoint, S
y





Y ) = h(SX; Y ) .
6
Troughout this section, elements of the algebra A are denoted by

a; b;   
	
, vectors
of the module M by

X;Y;   
	
and complex numbers by

; ;   
	
11



















Its most pragmatic denition goes as follows. Let d
u
A be a copy of A as a














(a + b) ;
d
u
(a b) = (d
u





1 = 0 :

































































(A), is well dened. The hermitian structure h of (3.1)


















































(M) : X !rX ; such that :
r(X + Y ) = rX +rY ;





















































































The connection is compatible with the hermitian structure if
d
u
h(X; Y ) = h(rX; Y ) + h(X;rY ) : (3.9)














































The curvature is then always a hermitian operator :
h(r
2
X; Y )  h(X;r
2
Y ) = 0 : (3.10)
A free module of nite rank is a module isomorphic to A
N
and has a basis
fE
i




















1 if i= j ,
0 otherwise:
In the basis fE
i
















































































































= 0 : (3.15)
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An endomorphism S 2 END
A





































A hermitian projective module of nite rank M
P
over A is obtained from
a free module M as the image of a hermitian projection operator P 2
END
A
(M) such that P
2
= P and P
y
= P.
An element X 2 M belongs to M
P
= PM i PX = X.









(X; Y ) = h(X; Y ) = h(PX; Y ) = h(X;PY ) = h(PX;PY ) : (3.16)
Such a projection operator can be expanded in terms of the identity and the
Pauli{Gell-Mann hermitian traceless matrices f












where a and the b

are real valued functions on the manifold (here S
2
).













































It can be shown that, in the case of the sphere, it is enough to consider only
N = 2 so that, besides the trivial solutions P = 1 and P = 0, the general























be shown that homotopic mappings dene isomorphic projective modules.





In each homotopy class [~n], a representative can be choosen in various ways.
Our choice is the following. First we choose coordinates in the domain sphere
and in the target sphere such that the point (1,0,0) of the domain is mapped
14
on the xed base point in the target sphere and, in this target sphere, coor-








































; if [~n] =  n : (3.20)











In a standard unitary basis fE
i










, with the usual representation of the Pauli matrices, is given



















It is given in H
im
A


































































are functions on S
2







































































































Here we obtain, in a quite natural way, the so-called Bott projection, used in algebraic

























In these local bases an element X 2M
P


































































































































A general hermitian connection in A
2


























































































































































































































































will be called the (universal) monopole potential.
In the same way, in H
B















































































































































































































, as dened by Connes [4, 5], is given here by













-algebra norm. The Hilbert space H is given by
the completion H(P
+
) of the left ideal I
E
+
of sections in the Cliord algebra








On this Hilbert space, there is a faithful -representation 
0











f	)(x) = f(x)	(x) (4.2)
Faithfulness implies that operator norm and C







The unbounded, essentially selfadjoint, Dirac operator is D = i(d   ), re-
stricted to H(P
+




`(`+ 1) ; ` = 0; 1; 2;   
o
; so that
the resolvent (D   z)
 1
; z 62 R ; is compact.
Furthermore, its commutator with
^
























(f))	) = df _ 	
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The eigenvalues of jDj are
n
q







1 if ` = 0
2(2`+ 1) if ` 6= 0
(4.4)
These eigenvalues are ordered in an increasing sequence so that the order
number n
L












2(2`+ 1) = 2L
2
  1 :










terminology, the spectral triple is called (d;1) summable with d = 2. It









exists and, in our















The Dirac operator extends 
0

















































_    _ df
k
_ : (4.6)
However, this representation is not dierential since  
u















































We refer to [3, 17] for the denition and properties of the Dixmier trace.
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are equivalence classes of elements























Furthermore, with this scalar product, each H
(k)
D
is endowed with a left- and






































, consequence of the



















; f 2 A ; (4.14)
and from the fact that P
(k)

























It was shown by Connes ([3, 17]) that, in the commutative Riemannian case,




(A) with the usual de Rham algebra of








































































) = 0, f g
 1













































^    ^ df : (4.17)
Besides, the "Wick theorem" relating Cliord products with exterior prod-
ucts (see e.g. [15]), resulting from (A.27) and (A.28), yields an explicit











































^    ^ df
k

















^    ^ df
k
        (4.18)



























^  ; (4.19)







To construct an action functional for the potential and the matter eld, the
projective modules M
P
= PM are tensored over A with the Hilbert space









whose generic elements, denoted by jFi, are linear combinations of the fac-
torisable states jX 

a
	i, with X 2 M
P
and 	 2 H.




	 k Y 

a








The representation  of 

u








































































allow for the con-


















which has a well dened action on jX f 

a







) is formally self-adjoint in H
F
and is covariant under




















The linear map (5.23) O
































































of M, this connection

































































































































































































The action for the matter eld, living in H
F















) is the Dirac operator with connection r
D
P
. Finally, the total


































where  is a coupling constant.
This action and the resulting Euler-Lagrange equations will be written down
























































is a globally dened one-form on S
2































































The curvature two-form is also globally dened :
 = d+ 
m
; (5.38)



































































) is [~n] = n and, provided






























= n : (5.41)
The monopole potential naturally depends on the choice of the representative
in the relevant homotopy class. With our choice in (3.19), they are given in





























= i nd' : (5.43)


















dier from ours by a global dierential form.


















The elements jFi of H
F



























) related by the passive























































forms of degree less than the highest, vanish under the integration symbol.


































































The Euler-Lagrange equations for the connection are obtained from the total
action (5.32) by the variation #() of  in the conection 
D
A








) = i#() _ 	
A
.
























































































































= 0 : (5.52)
The matter equation results from the variation #(	
A
) in (5.48), which yields








= 0 : (5.53)
26
The system of coupled equations (5.52) and (5.53) is consistent provided
j = 0 is satised and this results from (A.39) which holds also for the
covariant Dirac equation.
In the absence of matter, the absolute minimum of S
YM
is reached when
 = 0, i.e.
d+ 
m
= 0 : (5.54)













is a 0-form and 
2





= 0 . If we put f = ?
2







= 0 ; (5.56)
where  is the Laplacian on the sphere. This is essentially a result of Jayewar-




In this article, we made explicit the procedure of Connes and Lott [6] for the
algebra of complex valued functions on the spere S
2
, describing the classical
Schwinger model on the sphere.
Here, the non trivial topological features of the theory show up in the pro-
jective modules over this algebra with their connections. For each projective
module (i.e. each "sector" of the theory), the Lagrangian appears as that
of a constrained theory in the sense that the monopole eld is xed and the
Euler-Lagrange equations look accordingly. The Connes-Lott program, re-
stricted here to a commutative algebra, provides a systematic and consistent
way of dealing with topologically nontrivial aspects of gauge theories.






will lead to a generalised Schwinger model on the sphere and should include
"Higgs" type of phenomena. Finally, the genuine non-commutative algebra
of quaternionic-valued functions on S
4
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(M)) be the exterior product bundle. Its









which, with the exterior product ^ and the exterior dierential d, becomes
a graded dierential algebra
11
.
The main automorphism  of the graded algebra fF

(M);^g is dened by :
( ^ ) = ( ) ^ () ;
(f) = f ; f 2 F
(0)
(M) ; and
() =   ;  2 F
(1)
(M) : (A.1)
and the main antiautomorphism  by :
( ^ ) = () ^ ( ) ;
(f) = f ; f 2 F
(0)
(M) ; and
() =  ;  2 F
(1)
(M) : (A.2)
Besides the usual exterior dierential d and interior product (X) which are
antiderivations on F

(M) acting from the left, i.e.
d( ^ ) = (d ) ^ + ( ) ^ (d) and (A.3)
(X)( ^ ) = ((X) ) ^ + ( ) ^ ((X)) ; (A.4)








 ) ^ () and (A.5)
11
We follow the conventions of Kobayashi-Nomizu [16] for the Cartan exterior calculus.
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D




(X) ) ^ () : (A.6)





= d   =    d ; and 
D
(X) =  (X)   =   (X) : (A.7)
The sections of the tangent bundle (M) : T (M)! M are the vector elds
X (M) on the manifold. A vector eld X 2 X (M) acts on the dierential
graded algebra fF

(M);^;dg through the interior product (X) and the Lie
derivative

















be a pair of dual local bases of the tangent, respectively





































(M) : ( ; )! g
 1
( ; ) ;
which is C
1
(M)-bilinear, symmetric and such that forms of dierent order








^    ^ 

k




































This product has the following properties
g
 1




c ) ; g
 1







 is the vector eld dened by
~




(; ) : (A.12)


























We will also write (X) = Xc  and 
D








 ) ^  = g
 1
( ; )! : (A.13)









and on inhomogeneous forms the action of ? and ?
0
is straightforward.
The above properties (A.11) of g
 1
imply that
?( ^ ) =
~
c (?) ; ?
0
( ^  ) = (?
0
 ) c~ : (A.15)
Since ?1 = ?
0
1 = ! , the repeated application of (A.15) leads to :
?(
1















^    
1




















= Sign(det g) Id
k
: (A.17)
Other useful properties are :
?   = ( 1)
N
  ? ; ?
0
















 ) ^  = ?
0
(~c ) : (A.20)





with a naturally dened operation of complex conjugation
 !  
c
and an involution  !  
y















-sesquilinear form is given by :
h
 1




; ) : (A.21)
When M is compact
13






















) ^  : (A.22)
13
If M were not compact, the scalar product can be dened for dierential forms of
compact support or for square integrable forms with the Riemannian invariant measure.
30




with this product (A.22) yields a Hilbert space
H(M). The adjoint operators of d and d
D
with respect to this scalar product





































 d  ?
0
  : (A.23)































 ?   : (A.24)
Both codierentials are related by :

D
=    =     : (A.25)










) by the two-sided ideal I
ext
generated by elements of the form
f 
















is obtained as the quotient by the ideal I
Cliff
generated
by elements of the form f 
  +  



































), only a Z
2






A detailed account on Cliord algebra and the usual Dirac operator with special
emphasis to applications in noncommutative geometry, can be found in the lecture notes
"CLIFFORD GEOMETRY: A Seminar" by J.C.Varilly and J.M.Gracia-Bonda of
the University of Costa Rica.
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) are isomorphic so that they can
be considered as a single vector space with two dierent products ^ and _,
yielding the so-called Atiyah-K}ahler algebra. This algebraic construction can
be done in the cotangent space of each point of the manifold M , yielding an
Atiyah-K}ahler algebra-bundle with its space of sections fF

(M);^;_g. The
relation between the two products was given by K}ahler(see[11]) and, in our
notation, reads
















((: : : ( c ~e

1
) : : :)c ~e

k
) ^ ( ~e

k
c(   ( ~e

1
c)   )) :
(A.26)
In particular




 _  =  ^  +  c~ : (A.28)
Further useful formulae are :
g
 1
( _  ; )= g
 1
( ;  _ ) ; g
 1
( ;  _ )= g
 1
( _ ; ) :
Also
?( _ ) =  _ (? ) ; ?
0
( _ ) = (?
0








_ : : : _ 
1





_ : : : _ 
k
) = ! _ (
k
_ : : : _ 
1
) ;
or, more generally :
? = () _ ! ; ?
0
 = ! _ ( ) : (A.29)
The exterior dierentials and codierentials can be written in terms of the
































The Hermitian K}ahler-Dirac operators are dened by :















 ) _ 

: (A.33)
























































































































and is covariantly conserved if  and  obey the Dirac-K}ahler equation





































j = 0 (A.39)
and is dual to the (N-1)-form of Benn and Tucker [1] which is closed when
the Dirac-K}ahler equation is satised.
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